Pass-Fail Option Flunks Out

By Michael Lockridge

The Faculty Senate voted overwhelmingly Jan. 17 to defeat a proposal recommending that a pass-fail option on elective courses be granted to FTU students. The resolution, submitted by the Admissions and Standards Committee of the Senate, would have permitted a student to apply a maximum of 16 quarter hours of credit on the satisfactory-un satisfactory option toward a degree. The credit hours would not affect the grade point average.

The defeat of this resolution will not affect current FTU policy regarding the satisfactory-un satisfactory grading option, according to Senate Chairman Phillip Taylor. Objections by faculty members who have taught courses on this system led to the defeat of the resolution.

Senators from the colleges of Natural Sciences, Engineering and Humanities and Fine Arts reported that their past experiences with the pass-fail system were unproductive. They also claimed the system offered academic credit without requiring work from the students and that students themselves felt their motivation was lowered with the option.

Other action in the meeting included Chairman Taylor's report to the Senate on the recommendation of the task force assigned by the Board of Regents to deal with the proposal for a state-university-wide common calendar.

The recommendations, which were made during the State University System Council meeting Dec. 6, suggested a modified semester plan for each year from kindergarten through the universities. The three registration periods would be approximately from Aug. 15 to Sept. 15, during the first week of January, and for ten days in April.

The recommendation stated that institutions receiving students would have to adjust their calendars accordingly so they could receive and register people during these periods.

Engineering Professors Develop Power Cycle

Two FTU engineering professors, Dr. Bruce Nimmo and Dr. Ron Evans, are working in conjunction with a Martin-Marietta engineer, Tom Harrel, on the development of a new power plant cycle.

According to Nimmo there is nothing like it in operation anywhere. "There is no actual operational model yet," said Nimmo. "All we have at this point is a paper study we have just completed under a grant from the National Science Foundation.

"Conventional methods of producing electricity involve the heating of water to steam which is used to turn a turbine which then produces electricity. Our power cycle is based on an absorption-regeneration system which used CO2 instead of steam. It's a complicated procedure," said Nimmo, "and we are applying for a patent at this time, so I am not really at liberty to go into great detail about the project."

"Although the new power cycle would run off conventional fossil fuels, its main advantage is its ability to get the same amount of power with a reduced need for heat. The new power cycle would reduce thermal pollution and its greater efficiency would decrease the drain on natural resources.

"The cycle produces very high temperatures after it generates electricity; this heat can be used to power other plants such as an air conditioning or desalination plant (which converts salt water to fresh water). Also initerated in solar energy, Nimmo said he plans to set up various types of solar collectors on the roof of the Engineering Building as soon as he is given permission to do so. The demonstration area will allow interested people, to see how solar energy is converted into power. Nimmo plans to have several solar powered motors and solar cells in operation on the roof by spring quarters.

Nimmo and Gordon McAleer, of the College of Business Administration, have jointly asked the National Science Foundation for a $65,000 grant for a technical and marketing survey of the present and future use of solar energy in Florida. Nimmo would handle the technical aspects of the survey, such as studying the effectiveness of existing solar power sources in the state. McAleer would study the problems involved in marketing solar power sources.

Nimmo said he believes nuclear power is not the long-term answer to the energy crisis, but that it will give mankind some extra time to come up with new power sources.

State Grants FTU $4.8 Million

By Jerry Brooks

The Florida Cabinet granted FTU $4.8 million in state education bonds to build an education complex.

The full appropriation includes $225,000 authorized last year for planning, and a full authorization of $4.1 million for construction; $451,000 for professional fees and contingencies; and $249,000 for furnishings and equipment.

Projected designs by the Titusville architectural firm of Lemon and Megson have been approved, according to Fred Clayton, director of FTU's building and planning staff.

Clayton said the planning for the new building should be completed soon and should be cleared through all necessary authorities so construction can begin by mid-summer. Then the building would be ready for the opening of a new quarter in time for classes in October 1974.

The complex will include a three-story classroom-office building and a two-story physical education building, both of which remain under construction. The gymnasium will be built around a full size basketball court with folding bleachers capable of seating 2,500. Included on both sides of the gym will be such support units as locker rooms, showers and storage areas.

Presently under construction on campus is the Humanities and Fine Arts Building, located next to the Science Building, is two months behind schedule due to problems encountered with structural materials. "Now that the steel framework is complete," said Clayton, "the project should be completed on schedule and ready for classes in October 1974."
First Professorship Awarded

McLellon Gets Research Grant

Dr. Waldron McLellon recently became the first FTU faculty member to be honored with a chair when he received the first Gordon J. Barnett Professorship of Environmental Systems Management. He was selected by his colleagues in the engineering department. The professorship is one of two funded by a Florida developer through the FTU Foundation, to expand research in environmental science and management. The second professorship will be given to a faculty member of the College of Natural Sciences.

The award will permit "a great deal of research into central Florida's environmental problems," said McLellon. "I am very appreciative of the opportunity to continue working on ways to ease the environmental problems facing us all. This kind of opportunity doesn't come along very often."

The Barnett Foundation Funds will permit him to pursue these goals.

McLellon carried his doctorate as Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute after retiring from the Civil Engineering Corps. During his service career he studied the effects of nuclear weapons.

McLellon resides in Fern Park with his wife, Naomi.

Ex-Editor Urges BOR Policy Change

In his departing editorial, the outgoing editor of the Florida Atlantic University newspaper, asked the Board of Regents to end its policy which automatically names university presidents as the publishers of campus newspapers.

The publication committee at Florida Atlantic selected Barbara Rice to head the "Atlantic Sun," thus ousting present editor, Ed Schaff. Rice received fire out of nine votes. One committee member had been appointed just prior to the election.

Schaff's editorial explains the reasons behind his theme. He writes that the only time the Board of Regents goes against its operating manual and allows a president to relinquish his responsibility as publisher, is when the campus newspaper is pressured into economically "Independent" status. "Independence" has been tried at both the University of Florida and Florida State University, but neither the "Alligator" nor the "Flambeau", respectively, is existing without the continued aid of the university funds.

After affirming that the "Sun" could not survive on its present advertising revenues, Schaff discussed some of the court proceedings in the area of college newspapers, "...the university president cannot cut off Student Government allocated funds that have continually supported a school newspaper. This has consistently been affirmed in court decisions, the most recent of which are Panarella Birenbaum and Joyner Whiting which, respectively, saw the university's right to be free of the university and the university's obligation to students once a vehicle of student expression has been established, and that the university is prohibited from denying the forum provided by mandatory student fees."

Schaff writes, "...it is a pity after witnessing the student demonstrations at the University of Florida and Florida State University that students did not take their university presidents to court and have him removed as publisher. ...Time and time again the courts have declared that the university administration cannot act as a publisher of the student newspaper."

Should the president of Florida Atlantic University attempt to force the "Atlantic Sun" into a kind of quasi-independent status, Schaff said it will be the responsibility of editor-elect Rice to take him to court.

FTU Hands Presidency To South Florida

The University of South Florida president, Dr. L. R. Davis was selected as the new chairman of the State University System of Florida (SUS) at the board of presidents meeting held in Tampa last week.

FTU Student Body President Lee Constantine will complete his term as chairman of the SUSB when the board meeting occurs. Constantine said he was proud to have been the leader of such a distinguished group, but added that he was glad to be free of the responsibility.

FTU Co-op student John W. "Jay" Jones recently found a way to become involved (permanently) with this campus.

Jones wrote such a comprehensive report on his spring quarter training assignment in the Department of Transportation Management Systems Office, that the Co-Op office was forced to place the report in the FTU library.

Another copy of the report was prepared for a non-credit course was enrolled in the Co-Op office's grant proposal for federal cooperative education funds. Jones example of a quality report.

While with the DOT, Jones assisted on the draft of a work measurement proposal. It will be utilized to determine the times required by a qualified person working at a normal rate to perform a specific task.

As a result of his report, Jones will supervise a work measurement study in the Co-Op office.

Jones, who is a senior industrial engineering major and a U.S. Navy veteran, completed a course at Tallahassee Community College and performed volunteer work with a drug crisis center in addition to his DOT training assignment.

Co-op Work Report Earns High Praise

College Court Apartments

Now Leasing

$140 Furnished

Brand new, spacious 1 bedroom apts.

Pools

Basketball Courts, Volleyball Courts

Just 1/2 mile from FTU.

CALL 273 - 5610
Due to continued theft of library materials, the check-out system has been temporarily closed to students leaving the library. All cases, books and notebooks are searched, and long lines often extend to the second floor. (Photo by Pete Wilcox)

Booster's Club Organizes Delayed Payroll Checks Cause Money Shortage

A Booster’s Club, intended to raise supplementary funds for university sports activities, is being established at FTU.

Mike Chapman, a Maitland businessman, was named as acting president of the organization at a recent meeting according to Dr. John W. Powell, director of athletics.

Origin of the organization is sketchy, but Powell said there are currently 60 members consisting of FTU faculty and area residents. The club’s first goal will be to arouse student interest in FTU sports and seek student membership in the booster’s club.

"It is very disquieting for an athlete to come into a game for a basketball game and see 50 people on the bleachers," said Powell. We have some great athletes on this campus and they’re captured titles that are rare for a school this new. But, few people know them and what they’re doing.

Another goal is to raise funds to supplement sports activities. Powell explained that the athletic budget remains constant while inflation is diminishing the amount that can be done with it. "We like to keep our current activities, but as things are now, there is no chance of expansion."

New members pay a $15 fee and receive, in addition to a membership card, a bumper sticker and a free pass for all FTU sports events. Student membership fees are $5.

Ed Knight, Director of Records, is a member of several booster’s clubs, including the University of Georgia’s "Building" Club. He pointed out some of the activities of booster’s clubs at other schools, such as transporting students to sporting events, recruiting promising high school athletes and raising funds for athletic scholarships, equipment and facilities.

Knight spoke of the upcoming construction of FTU’s gym. "Rids will be submitted this summer for the construction of a $2,500-seat facility, to be completed sometime in the 1975-76 school year. Since the funds were allocated, inflation has caused alterations in the original plans for a gym with 6,000-seat capacity."

"In a school with an established booster’s club, the club would probably donate funds in order to have a bigger gym," Knight said.

Powell agreed that FTU’s gym will likely be obsolete by the time it is completed. "Right now in games with Rollins and F.I.T., we can fill a 2,500 capacity gym," said Powell.

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) stipulates that no member of a college athletic staff may manage or promote its own booster’s club. For this reason Powell is looking for interested members to take over the management responsibilities for the club, since the groundwork has been laid.

The date for the next meeting has not been set, but Powell said it will be in the next few weeks.

Any wishing to join the next meeting should go to the physical education department in CB 344.

Debaters Rank First Nat’l Tourneys Ahead

After winning two prestigious tournaments over Christmas break, FTU’s debate team is preparing for two national championship tournaments; both of which resulted from the pair having the best win/loss record and received the invitation.

Senior, and Jeff Ringer, debate team members, and Dr. Bernard C. Kiesel, dean, college of social sciences. (Photo by Jerry Brooks)
EDITORIAL

Alright, out there. So you want to change the sorry mess that you say the older generation is leaving us. Great! This means getting involved—trying to do your part to solve problems that may otherwise remain unsolved. And people come across a worthy challenge that will save themselves some headaches, then they'll jump when a solution presents itself, right? WRONG.

What if someone could help the nation's environment and save himself around $260 per year in the process. He'd be a fool not to do so, wouldn't he? Would you believe approximately 80 percent of the people at this university, out of 18,000 students, got together to extract it? A very informal observation recently showed that perhaps only 20 percent of all cars coming into FTU contained more than 12 noon to hour on Friday nights.

After calling Gregson, Inc. of Orlando, we found the daily rate for parking for the students, now approximately $250 per year in the process. It takes physical, emotional as well as mental involvement to make ideas happen. And we can not expect of the student to do such a radical change in the world. It's the world that must comment on its content— or rather lack of it. From reading the FTU's one might reach the conclusion that the all-encompassing interests of our students concern such topics as the activities of that ministry of legislation; the Board of Regents, or whether the snack bar will be open for beer after another neatly hour on Friday nights.

Is the nation being shaken by the greatest domestic crisis of the century? Is the world witnessing unprecedented political realignments because of the energy shortages? You would never know it, to read the FTU.

But that's not our bag, you say: the national media covers it. It is-

Student Cités Co-Op

About three weeks ago, the Board of Regents unanimously adopted a rather bastardized version of a visitation proposal presented to them by Lee Constantine, chairman of the State Council on Higher Education. Harvard Score one for the common student, right? Not so fast, wait until you've heard the whole story.

Some members of the Board (old acquaintances of Elizabeth standing visitation policy and this report meant to put them at calling for extension of visitation hours. The two remaining up to that individual to extract it didn't see it that way. So, he, Chip Fuller from Florida Atlantic, universities and amassed 9,912 signatures (64% of all residents) an abundantly over-fed society as visitation be extended to the following hours: 12 noon to hour on weekdays and an extratwo on weekends'!

This means getting involved—trying to do your part to make the world a better place. This is a public transcript. The right is reserved to edit or delete any comments.

How much did it cost? About $250 per year in the process. It takes physical, emotional as well as mental involvement to make ideas happen. And we can not expect of the student to do such a radical change in the world. It's the world that must comment on its content— or rather lack of it. From reading the FTU's one might reach the conclusion that the all-encompassing interests of our students concern such topics as the activities of that ministry of legislation; the Board of Regents, or whether the snack bar will be open for beer after another neatly hour on Friday nights.
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Expansion Of Future Coverage Suggested By Education Student
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Unions: To Be Or Not To Be?

Recently, about 1,150 faculty members and librarians from New York University (NYU) voted on whether to remain non-union or to be represented by the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), according to the Wall Street Journal.

AFT members favoring unionization argued that it would lead to pay increases, more job security, and a greater influence over university administration. But NYU President James M. Hester has demonstrated his confidence in his own ability to handle the situation.

The increased number of overdue books resulting from the library's adoption of an experiment for the libraries of the nine universities of the State University System.

The Inter-Institution Committee on Libraries is composed of the directors of the libraries of the nine universities of the State University System.

FTU proposed the plan for the study of library fines. The Board of Regents (BOR) then authorized the plan and FTU was allowed to forego the collection of fines this year in order to conduct the experiment. FTU is the only state university involved in the program.

In June, FTU will prepare a report on the experiment to be presented to the Committee on Libraries. The BOR is responsible for changes in library fine policy.

The drive gained strength from budget cuts in the academic year while FTU administration had warned it was necessary to increase the collection of overdue fines. FTU, during fall quarter, 1973 was 22 per cent higher than that during the 1972 fall quarter, according to a recent article in "The Oracle," the student newspaper of the University of South Florida. The Florida AFT organization has about 400 members headed by Dr. Kenneth Meglin, a former university of Florida professor. Responding to the growing possibility of faculty unionization, Florida has already hired a consultant on teacher's unions.

No. Of Overdue Books Increases

The number of overdue books during fall quarter, 1973 was 23 per cent higher than that during the 1972 fall quarter, according to Lynne W. Walker, director of libraries.

Library fines for overdue books were eliminated this academic year which FTU conducts an experiment for the Inter-Institution Committee on Libraries to determine the effectiveness of fines as a means of controlling the number of overdue books.

University Registrar Praised For Sensitivity To Students' Needs

Editor:

I'd like to applaud an administration here at FTU who has shown a willingness to listen for the wellbeing of students today and in the future. That Chapman, the University Registrar, has now expanded the hours of the Records Admissions service center to an 11 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Monday - Thursday, so that all students can conduct their business with the Registrar's Office according to their own schedule, not the schedule of the staff members.

I know that any unpopularity of this new schedule is reported by the Future last Friday on the part of the staff in the Registrar's Office is greatly overshadowed by the knowledge that we might be helping someone who might not otherwise be able to receive necessary information or service in an "A to B" structured, impersonal bureaucracy.

I hope this criticism will be accepted in the spirit in which it was offered.

Audie A. Murphy

Editor's Note:

"You unto you when all men shall speak well of you, to so did their fathers to the false prophets." - Luke 6:26

"Whomsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might." - Ecc. 9:10

"Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your mouth, but that which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the hearers." - Eph. 4:29

Editorial: "I want you to remember that if I put a ++ sign, then I think that the article is worth reading.

"The Wild Bunch" is a 1969 American Western film directed by Sam Peckinpah. The film is known for its depiction of the lawlessness and violence of the American West.


day

Gordon-Campbell

1) The name FTU be changed to Orlando Sentinel Junior.

2) All staff members be required to sign an oath in which they swear they will never write poorly.

3) The Future cartoonists be awarded the Village Voice'sAnnual Marshall Award for using a sledge-hammer medium to sling marshmallows at their target.

4) Future columnists Mike Hall be allowed to abandon radical topics such as drug use.

5) Future stop using diluting words and phrases such as "damn" and "taxpayers' warehouses." You aren't feeling anybody. More appropriate would be a simple palm at the top of every page.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

FTU ATHLETICS

For Information CALL 645-0138 TODAY

In every man's life there's a SUMMER OF '42

Born too late for their own times. Uncommonly significant for ours.

BOOST

SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT

GIVE \$6.00 TO CHARITY

1. Village

A Unique Duplex Community

You can be 5 minutes from class

3 minutes from restaurants and shops

and PAY REASONABLE RENT

2 - Bedroom Duplexes

4 miles north of FTU entrance

At Altalaya Trail and Mitchell Hammock Road in Oviedo

Phone 365-5721

In Oviedo: 3 miles south of UCF

In Winter Park: 1 mile north of UCF

Today-

In Winter Park: 1 mile north of UCF

1 mile north of UCF

Sunday

March 25, 1974, Ft./U./Page 5

Thursday at 7 p.m. VCAR

Wednesday and next Friday & Saturday evenings 6:30-8:30

-_VCAR

100,000-member American Federation of Teachers (AFT) is the most militant of them followed by the one million-member National Education Association and the 90,000-member American Association of University Professors (AAUP).

The AFT may be selected this spring as the bargaining agent for Florida's state university professors, according to a recent article in the "Oracle," the student newspaper of the University of South Florida. The Florida AFT organization has about 400 members headed by Dr. Kenneth Meglin, a former university of Florida professor. Responding to the growing possibility of faculty unionization, Florida has already hired a consultant on teacher's unions.
From left to right are graphic design students Robert Ryan, Mike Galletta, professor J. J. Chawda, Veterans Affairs Director Larry Matthews, and student William Temple. (Photo by Alan Geeslin)

4-Day Week Possibility Studied

The class scheduling subcommittee of FTU's special Task Force on Energy Conservation is presently studying the possibility of implementing a four-day week for the summer quarter.

Shifting to a four-day week was discussed at last week's meeting of the task force, Dr. K. Taylor, chairman of the class scheduling subcommittee gave certain advantages and disadvantages of implementing a four-day week by spring quarter and the advantages and disadvantages of waiting until the summer quarter. It was decided that there was not enough time to implement the four-day week by spring quarter so Dr. C. B. Gambrell, chairman of the task force, directed the class scheduling subcommittee to proceed with recommendations and survey questions bearing on the possibility of implementing a four-day week by summer quarter.

Women's Self-Defense Offered

A four-night program on self-defense, intended mainly for women, will be presented Jan. 19, 20, 21, Feb. 5 and 7 at 8 p.m. in the Multi Purpose Room. The program will contain both physical and common sense aspects of women's self defense. The instructor is a member of the Orlando Police Department. Use of the Xerox machine in the Duplicating Room has now doubled in cost for the summer quarter. Dr. C. B. Gambrell, who served as a platoon sergeant, took the second place prize of $35. Temple is a junior. The presentation, a product of the FTU Police Department, was directed by Larry Matthews, assistant professor of Criminal Justice.

Assistant professor J. J. Chawda agreed to allow his Graphic Design I class to create advertising posters for sliding veterans to use their veterans' affairs educational benefits, through completion of high school or college.

FTU BASKETBALL

ROUNDTRIP BUSES
If enough people sign up

ROLLINS COLLEGE—JAN. 26
Leave FTU 6:00 p.m.
SIGN UP IN VC 205

Other Games Coming Up:
Clearwater Christian
Clearwater—FEB. 5
FLA. Institute of Technology
Melbourne—FEB. 9
ST Leo College
Dade City—FEB. 12

ATTENTION CLUB PRESIDENTS!

Today is the last day to update your files in order to remain active. If you haven't done this yet, contact:
Ellie Beasley
SG Executive Secretary
VC 205

BABYSITTING JOBS

If you'd like to earn some extra money babysitting, or if you need a babysitter, contact
LINDA NOAH
SG OFFICE
VC 205
275 - 2191

ENTERTAINMENT SUBSIDY PROGRAM

BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
Concert Jan. 27
Tinker Field

WOMETCO THEATRES
FLORIDA STATE THEATRES
UNIVERSITY - SUBURBAN DRIVE - IN

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
VC 216 or VC 205.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

JOIN A CARPOOL!
**Council Nominates Clarke For President**

De Wentworth Clarke was recently nominated for the position of president of the Florida Council for Social Studies for the 1974-75 term.

Clarke is a professor of social studies and the advisor of the FTU Council.

**News In Brief**

**BLOOD NEEDED**

Two hundred and fifty blood donors are urgently needed for Jim Ballew, a local entertainer who is a hemophiliac. Donations may be made at any area blood bank. Credit should be made to the account of James David Ballew for transfer to the Oak Hill Blood Bank in Miami.

**TICKET SUBSIDY**

Student Government is subsidizing tickets to the Black Manuscripts literary magazine. On-campus soci
ty studies and the advisor of the FTU Council. According to the FTU Council January 1974 bulletin, "student members of the Florida Council...are in the position of being non-professional members of a professional organization with a full vote in state elections."

**FLORIDA REVIEW**

Deadline for submitting original fiction and verse to "The Florida Review" is Feb. 1. The spring issue of the literary magazine will be published in May. Manuscripts may be mailed to "The Florida Review," Department of English, Florida Technological University, P.O. Box 26000, Orlando, FL, 32816. A self-addressed stamped envelope must accompany all manuscripts.

**CLUBS FILE**

Today is the final day for campus clubs and organizations to file with Student Government in order to be recognized as an active university organization. Forms listing name of organization, advisor and current officers must be filed for clubs to be eligible to receive allocations from SG. Forms are available in the SG office in the Village Center.

**FLORIDA REVIEW**

Deadline for submitting original fiction and verse to "The Florida Review" is Feb. 1. The spring issue of the literary magazine will be published in May.

Manuscripts may be mailed to "The Florida Review," Department of English, Florida Technological University, P.O. Box 26000, Orlando, FL, 32816. A self-addressed stamped envelope must accompany all manuscripts.

**THINGS N' THAT, INC.**

**HOME OF 25,000 CANDLES - UNISEX BOUTIQUE**

**Latest In Pipes, Paper, Recyclers, Bongs, and Hookas From China and India Novelty Candles**

Unisex Shirts Imported From Turkey, India and Iran.

**Hanging Herb Gardens And Terrariums**

Leather Bags - Belts Jewelry From Mexico, Love Beads,

**New Shipmen . Of Hawaiian Unisex Dresses And Mens Shirts**

Designer Clothes, Mens Slack Embroidered Shirts Western Wear

**Brand New Unisex Nail Head Denim Shirts**

Amber African Prayer Beads African Unisex Dashikis

BUTLER WOOLCO PLAZA HOWELL BRANCH RD. & HWY. 436 CASSIEBERRY, FLA. 32707
CLASSIFIEDS

 Rates listed are CASH WITH COPY. All classified advertising is subject to a 5-line minimum. No charge for Lost & Found and Carpool advertising. Ad deadline is Tuesday noon.

 1 issue , .25 cents per line in black & white.
 2 Consecutive Issues, .23 cents per line in black & white.
 3 Consecutive Issues, .21 cents per line in black & white.
 4 or more Consecutive 19 cents per line in black & white.

for rent

Elderly woman wishes to share her 4th floor room with a FTU student. Only 2 mins. from FTU. $55 weekly includes utilities. Call 237-2212 after 6 p.m. or 273-5600.

Needle female roommates $60 mos. 3770 Khyuyam Ave. across from Univ. Call Mr. Robert Valone, manager at 824-2970.

59 x 12 ft. PRIVATE, daily 12 minutes from FTU. NOT IN A PARKING SPACE. $145 mos. New one bedroom furnished apt. Oudenaarde. 273-6610 & 644-4404 for two weeks.

RIEDGWOOD VILLAGE- New 2 bdrm., duplex apt in quiet, wooded setting. Fully equipped, carpeted with central heat/air. Appliances and all utilities are furnished. Laundry in backyard area. 4 mi. N. of FTU entrance at Mitchell Hammock Rd. in Oudena. $160 per month. Tel. 395-3721.

for sale

1968 Plymouth GTX 426 Hemi. 4 speed, bucket seats, tan with black vinyl top, blue interior, top condition! $1500. Call Bob at ext. 2246; after 6:00 call 678-6744.

Surfboard-Ron Jon, 7 ft. Great condition. $100. Call ext. 281-346-Gloria.

Sensory 4 brm., 2 bath Spanish home in desirable location. Convenient to FTU, Navy base, downtown. New, expanded living, dining, master bedroom, family rm., equipped with kitchen, living areas. Low 45's, assume loan, 978-2942.

G.E. Stereo: turntable, am, with AM-FM radio & 8 track tape deck, two speakers. Still under 3 year warranty. $300 new, now $200. 674-7106.


Zigler sewing machine, 8 year old, very good condition. Does buttonholes, great for knits. $60. Call 671-1064.

1971 MG Midget $1500 or best offer. Call 638-8889.

Mobile home 1972 12 x 60 2 bdrm., 2 bath, driveway, and assumme payments of $89.92. Call 680-2800 after 6 weekdays.

1981 Toyota 2WD, 88,000 miles, clean. $2800. Call 296-4189.

1981 Toyota 2WD, 88,000 miles, clean. $2800. Call 296-4189.

Oudat 1968 Good condition owner $700. 638-4172 or 841-8134.

Hanging wicker chair - best offer. 678-0044.

LOST-Miniature, red, female, chihuahua wearing only flea collar, lost Friday night, Jan. 18, at corner of FTU Blvd and Alafaya Trail. Please call at 831-6670. THANK YOU.


FOUND- Jeans jacket. Call Mike 277-4126 and identify.

Accounting student preferred—needed bookkeeping and accounting help two or three mornings per week $27.50/hr. Call Jack 423-4691 or sue Dennis, 108 215.

Relocating in Orlando and need female to live in my residence either part or full time to help care for two small children—need as of Feb 2. Salary plus room and board. Call Collect to Miami 233-9442 evenings.

Lost my watch, please return to "Tell to Marilyn", 323-4421 if interested.

Our garage door opener broke. We need a repair service that is knowledgeable and does not try to "cheat" us out of money. Call 627-6222.

There are eight million stories in the naked city; you have just seen one of them.

"There used to be a dachshund wearing a red and black red and white scarf around its neck. It was called "Buddy." It was the best dachshund you’ll ever see. Unfortunately, it ran away one day. It was the best friend I had. If you find it, please call me at 636-6750. Thank you very much."

Currently producing two different shows each week and would like to add to the list. Deadline is Tuesday noon.

"Every Monday night we meet here at the Veteran’s Memorial Building to discuss the political and social issues of today. We welcome everyone to join us. Call 395-3721 for more information."

"Calling all FTU students! Are you tired of the same old routine? Well, we have a solution for you. Join our club and receive a discount on all your monthly needs. Call 678-6744 for more information."

"We are looking for a reliable and trustworthy person to take care of our two cats. If you are interested, please call 645-4581."

The show is based on the concept of drawing from the resident knowledge and experience of the University community to discuss matters of community interest and value that we consider important. We’re offering an electronic soapbox of information and opinions that every person in New York City should have access to.

There are topics of interest and value that we would like to discuss, but we don’t know your special interest. We’d like to hear from you— Even you suspect you have some information that someone else might be interested in. Just let us know, and then it’s our job to prepare a show around it.

"If you’d like more information, or have some ideas (even different for productions) or comments, please call the Public Information Office, ext 2504, and leave a message for me. I’ll likely be in a class (or missing one) when you call, so I’ll get back in touch with you as soon as possible.

"The show is being produced by a student-run television station called "FTU VIEWPOINT." We are located in the student union building, and will be on the air next Tuesday night at 8:55 p.m. on WLOO-FM. The show is a half hour discussion/interview show that is dedicated to issues of real public interest."

"There are stories. And ours are probably better, believe it or not. We haven’t been on the air long, but we are gaining popularity."

"If you have any ideas for a show or segment, please call us at 645-4581. We are open to all suggestions and ideas."
**Activity Calendar**

**FRIDAY**

- Sigma Sigma Chi 8 a.m.-11 p.m. MPR
- Sigma Delta Chi 11 a.m. TV Studio
- Zen Meditation Class 2:5 p.m. VC 216
- Dept. of Music Choir 3:3 p.m. VCAR C&B
- Sigma Sigma Chi 6:11 p.m. CB 1-2 fl.
- Movie: "Summer of '42" 8:30 p.m. VCAR
- Sigma Sigma Chi 11 p.m. VCAR

**SATURDAY**

- Sigma Sigma Chi 8 a.m.-2 p.m. CB 1-2 fl.
- Sigma Sigma Chi 2 p.m. VCAR
- Movie: "Summer of '42" 8:30 p.m. VCAR
- Sigma Sigma Chi 11 p.m. VCAR

**SUNDAY**

- UCM: Scripture Study 9:30-10 a.m. VC 214
- Folk Mass 10 a.m. VC TV room
- Zeta Tau Alpha 3:5 p.m. LB 210
- Delta Sigma Pi 5:30 p.m. VC 211, 214
- Kappa Sigma 6:11 p.m. EN 108, 109

**MONDAY**

- VC Popular Entertainment 4:5 p.m. VC 200
- VC Board Meeting 5:6 p.m. VC 300
- Tyas 6:0 p.m. VC 214
- Karate Lessons 6 p.m. MPR
- Lambda Chi Alpha 6:59 p.m. VCAR C

**TUESDAY**

- Alpha Chi Omega 6:10 p.m. VC 211
- Tri Delta 6:30-8:30 p.m. EN 337
- Baptis Campus Ministry 11 a.m.-noon AD 162
- Intramurals 11 a.m.-noon VC 200
- IFR 11 a.m. EN 305
- SC Staff Noon-1 p.m. VC 200
- IFC 4:5 p.m. VC 200
- Mini-Knitting Session 4 p.m. VC 219
- Alpha Chi Omega 5:7:30 p.m. MPR
- RHA 8:10 p.m. MPR

**WEDNESDAY**

- VC Performing Arts 5:6 p.m. VC 200
- Karate Lessons 6 p.m. MPR
- Movie: "Wild Bunch" 8:30 p.m. VCAR

**THURSDAY**

- Pushballers 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. VC 211
- VC Recreation 11 a.m.-noon VC 200
- Sociology Club 11 a.m.-noon EN 109
- Baptist Campus Ministry 11 a.m.-noon AD 162
- Sigma Sigma Pi Noon-1 p.m. EN 305
- Delta Sigma Pi Noon-1 p.m. LB 233
- Public Relations Club Noon-1 p.m. AD 108
- Pi Chi Theta Noon-1 p.m. CB 102, 110
- Lambda Alpha Epilson Noon-2 p.m. VC 214
- Chess Tournament Meeting Noon-1 p.m. VC game rm.
- Mini-Knitting Sessions 4 p.m. VC 219
- Pool Tournament Meeting 7-8 p.m. VC game rm.
- Pockin' Lep: "Wild Bunch" 7 p.m. VCAR

**Delta Sigma Theta**

Delta Sigma Theta, a national social sorority, was selected to become this university’s first predominantly black sorority at a recent meeting of FTU women.

The drive to start the sorority was initiated by senior Pearl Alexander during fall quarter, and a meeting was held for all interested coeds late in the quarter.

Representatives of three predominantly black national sororities, Delta Sigma Theta, Alpha Kappa Alpha and Zeta Phi Beta, met with interested coeds late in the quarter.

Valerie Scott, a junior, will serve as coordinator for the FTU chapter and Orlando alumni groups.

Pam Browning, assistant for student development, who is helping the coeds establish the chapter, said that the group should be fairly well organized by the end of winter quarter.

---

**Delta Sigma Theta First Black Sorority**

**Special Student Rates**

TO YOUR DORM APARTMENT AREA!

---

**BOOST**

**Special Student Rates**

**FTU Athletics**

**Call 678-2340 TODAY**

**425-4841**

**This is the number to call by 8:00 P.M.**

**To have your delicious Pizza delivered to your dorm area or your apartment area!**

**Delivery Schedule:**

FTU DORMS — 10 PM AT VC CIRCLE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS — 10:20 PM AT THE REAR PARKING LOT

FTU APARTMENTS — 10:30 PM AT THE REC. ROOM.
Hungry Knights Tackle Fat Rollins Tomorrow

By Larry McCorkle

It's that time of the season again.

Once a year the poverty stricken in-state Florida Tech (just down the road from Orlando) pack up their 1929 vintage Volkwagens and travel across campus to the highly-taxed, affluent community of Winter Park to play the Oldmocar driving, Chivas Regal, northern sophisticates of Rollins College.

In basketball, not bridge. The rivalry resumes tomorrow night at 8 p.m. at Rollins' Envoy Alumni Fieldhouse.

Rollins won the first match by nine points and came back to win last year's game, 90-79, in overtime. FTU was ahead at halftime by nine points in that game.

Rollins will look to the scoring primarily from any of its athletes. Bruce Howland, a 6-6 sophomore from Cincinnati led the team in scoring last year with a 16.2 average. Marcus Wilson, a 6-0, guard with outstanding quickness, added 12.0 points per game. Steve Hors, a 6-5 forward, Lonnie Hunter (who scored 14 points in the second half last year) and guard Tom Kuman also figure in Rollins' balanced scoring. Gary Panocka, a 6-6 freshman from Winter Park, has been sparkling Ed Tucker's squad in recent weeks.

Jones, of course, is the second year coach at Rollins who handled the Knights for the past three seasons (the losses were to Florida, FTU and Tampa). Gergley, who ran the program, quit a year ago.

As for Gergley's statement about the present year's schedule being tougher-to-win, that remains to be seen, but as his wrestlers will quickly tell you, it's quite demanding.

FTU now has a 4-3 record, mediocre unless you consider the fios were to Florida, Nebraska-Omaha and John Carroll, and only the latter by a lopped margin. Gergley, with his team near the national poll he has been striving for the past three seasons (the Knights are ranked in the top 20 of Division II), has not yet to get as many nationally respected teams as possible on this year's schedule. So the record may be unimpressive, but not to the "inside" observer.

Hofstra was 8-0 at the start of its Southern trip but will have to be near-spectacular to keep that streak going. Starting Tuesday, the Flying Dutchmen faced five straight days of rugged meets with Tennessee, Georgia Tech, Florida, FTU today and Tampa Saturday.

FTU's starting lineup has been juggled a bit. Scotty Sherman and Jeff Emerson will trade place Sherman competing at 142 pounds and Emerson moving up to 126. The move is Gergley's plan to prepare Sherman for state and possible regional competition at the lower weight, where he figures to be more effective.

Also, Mike Waring has moved down to challenge Steve Jones at 142 pounds. Tom Hammon, Dave Allen and Tom Finneran are welcome returnees from the injured list.

Hofstra has an ample roster of competitors headed by 177-pound Dennis Garetano, 190-pound Rudy Fiorvanti and 215-pound gross Nick Gallis-all undefeated. The most eye-catching performer may be Soph heavy weight Don Mayorga, with seven pins among his eight straight wins.

FTU wrestling Head Coach Gerry Gergley about the Guys on the team: "The guys on the team have beaten them on the boards and on the fastbreak. We want to pay them back for last year, and well, just show Rollins that we are better."

Dave Thompson--"This is THE big game of the year. There seems to be a lot more emphasis put on this game than any other."

Pete Haas--"We'll be up for the game. It'll be one of the biggest games of the season. If you saw last year's game you saw we experimented with three defenses-one of which was Tucker (the Rollins coach)."

Mike McDaniel--"Being from Wisconsin I don't know much about the team, but from what I've heard it'll be a good game."

Ted Daenen--"We'll be there."

Student government President Lee Constantine also has strong feelings on the game.

"I'm ready for this game," said Constantine, vigorously pumping his arm as if shooting a basket. Constantine also has a side bet on the game with Rollins' student government president.

Hofstra has an ample roster of competitors headed by 177-pound Dennis Garetano, 190-pound Rudy Fiorvanti and 215-pound gross Nick Gallis—all undefeated. The most eye-catching performer may be Soph heavy weight Don Mayorga, with seven pins among his eight straight wins.

FTU's Bob Jones matches a rebound in last week's 80-68 victory over New York Tech. Jones, an Orlando product, is especially looking forward to tomorrow night's encounter with cross-town rival Rollins. (Photo by Jim Matthews)

Wrestling Power Hofstra Visits FTU

By Fred Cay

"All the guys on the team agree that our schedule couldn't be any tougher-and it is going to be next year too."

So says FTU wrestling Head Coach Gerry Gergley about the Knights' killer schedule which finds them battling the best from around the country—Florida, Nebraska-Omaha, John Carroll, Hofstra after the afternoon at 2 p.m. in Arnett Hall, the FTU now has a 4-3 record, which has built one of the sophisitcates of Rollins College.

For tournament bids.

As for Gergley's statement which has built one of the sophisitcates of Rollins College.
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FTU Drops To 43 After 30-5 Loss

By Fred Cay

Before last Friday's match with John Carroll, FTU wrestling Coach Gregg Grgurevich acknowledged it could be "longest of the year" for his young squad.

Still the 30-5 setback was disheartening because, as Grgurevich got it, "we just had a bad day around. We looked flat most of our guys didn't even tried to use their capabilities."

One who did, though, was 150-pound Mike Shafer, making his first appearance in five weeks. Shafer, now 4-0, has been too troubled by an injured knee and painful hip pointer, showed flashes of the spectacular form and quick moves that have made him the team's top contender. His performance and the lone winner in this particular meet.

After the four FTU grapplers lost decisions for a 12-0 John Carroll lead, Shafer rallied from a 3-0 second-period deficit with a spinning reversal, then scoring a near-pin on his firing for a 3-5 victory to regain a flicker of hope for FTU in the meet.

However, before the clattering fans had settled in their seats following the encouraging win, 158-pound Mike Waring (2-3, 167) was quickly pinned in 58 seconds and the margin was an inescapable 18-0.

Only other points for the Knights were a 3-2 decision in the heavyweight weight. Heavyweight Petey Berkery who struggled to a 1-1 draw with Joe Bertelone, a bowling ball-like 340-pounder who stands no more than six feet.

"I'm afraid our guys just psyched out because of the Naval Training Center Open," Grgurevich mused after the one-sided bout. "John Carroll held the diving time advantage, Scotty Sherman, who led the team in points, got fouled on a near fall, lost 6-2 and FTU winners Pete Murphy felt to talented Champion Cole, 3-2. Fin Alimos, previously undefeated, lost to Tim Pizmarik, 4-0."

"I don't like excuses," said Grgurevich, "but we just looked flat and you can't afford that against a team like that. Eimmun could have had a draw and liberates wrestled his worst match of the week. He had trouble making weight this week and probably weakened at the end."

One big group apart, outside team strength. Usually starters Tom Hammous (158), Tim Finamore (177) and Dave Alberts (180) were all sidelined. Roy Torepka, a true freshman, weight 270 pounds, gave up almost 30 pounds to his opponent, losing 6-1.

The loss left FTU 4-1 in dual meets and currently on a three-meet winless streak.

FTU Coaches Trim TKE 53-52 In 2 OTs

AtO Cagers Trim TKE 53-52 In 2 OTs

it was the longest game of the season and neither team was fighting for a title, but despite those three minutes Wednesday's basketball battle between Alpha Tau Omega and Tau Kappa Epsilon will be remembered by most those who witnessed it as the best nascar season finale.

FTU emerged a 53-52 double-overtime winner in the clash between the oldest of campus fraternities, with a win in win in last Wednesday's Lambda Epsilon will be remembered by Rodriguez' bounded off the back of the rim the season for the defending cage champs.

Jackson's steal and layup on three straight buckets by Steve McCorkle both hit from in close two free throws made it 43-39 FTU Females Fall To Florida

FTU's women's basketball team opened the season on a dominating 43-32 win over University of Florida, 53-34, last Saturday in Gaineville.

The combination of too much Baseball Starts Spring Practice

FTU baseball team officially began practice Monday for it's 30-game 1974 schedule with much improved defense and pitching, according to Coach Don Hutter.

Several junior college transfers, as well as a couple of two-year hopefuls, figure to break into this year's lineup. Most notable new face in this sophomore of Colombia, the "best college player in the state," according to Hutter.

He is set for second base while from find Tim Smith, who greatly improved the coach during fall league games, is projected for center field.

Returning lettermen include team captain Dave String, shortstop Jim Horvath, pitcher Pete MacLaughlin Bill Lami and Don Krapf, St. Barnabas, First baseman Gregg Higginbotham, "simply can't buy a bat."

FTU hit only 10 of 45 from the field and missed 18 free throw attempts. "The girls were really bothered," said first baseman Jim Bingham who attributed the poor shooting to a lack of practice.

Most of the girls of optimistically looked to this as the loss as just their third practice.

The game was essentially over before it started as FTU found itself down 24-7. From that point on they played fairly evenly. Holmquist, who hadn't led FTU with 11 points.

According to Miss Higginbotham, date stood out for FTU with an outstanding defensive effort.

This Saturday FTU will play in a dual elimination tournament in Tampa beginning at 9 a.m. South Florida is the host of the tournament which includes freshmen Flagler and Rollins as well as FTU.

Dennis Kamrad inspects his equipment (above) for the upcoming season. Returning members from last year's team coupled with promising newcomers give the crew team a bright prospect for the season.
Dylan, Band Concert ‘Forever Young’

By Jerry Brooks

After an eight-year absence from the concert circuit, Bob Dylan is back on stage. In one of his two Southern appearances Dylan, backed up by the Band, packed a two-day, three-night run at the Sportatorium near Miami for his two Southern appearances which aroused so much public interest. The concert was a pleasant change from today's vaudeville extravaganzas known as "rock-shows." Missing were the ill-fitting costumes and sound systems that blow you away. At 8:30 Dylan, clad in a white denim suit, and the Band began their low key performance through a sound system that let you hear rather than made you hear.

The show began with a series of Dylan's early folk-rock numbers with occasional Band standards like "The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down" and "Up on Cripple Creek." The audience was theirs as soon as the stage lights went on. Dylan split out his messages in his traditional nasal howl accompanied by the Band, so well suited to Dylan's style of music.

Food Service Bettered, Changes Sought

Clausen Wins Jaycees Award

Dr. Chris Clausen, assistant professor of chemistry at FTU, was chosen the Outstanding Young Educator of the Orlando Jaycees 15th Annual Awards Program Jan. 19. Clausen was chosen from a number of distinguished professors not only throughout the Central Florida area, but was nominated for the award, the candidates had to have made outstanding contributions to their field and the surrounding areas of education.

Clausen's 5th year at FTU, graduated from LSU in 1966. Prior to coming here he worked for 3 years as a chemist for Standard Oil of California.

He said meals with styrofoam trays and plastic utensils are available "for take-out."

Committee member Sharon Esposto mentioned the problem of some students on the food plan not being able to take advantage of their 16 meals, due to over-ordering or having late classes. She inquired about the possibility of other options to rectify this problem. The ad hoc food service committee, especially concerned with the financial aspects and problems of the Food Service, will be notified on this matter by Williams.

The cafeteria is using salt and pepper packets rather than shakers because too many of the shakers were taken, the packets are less expensive and the contents are not exposed to air. Resident student Paul Gregg suggested putting the packets in containers on the individual tables. Boone agreed to do this for a two-week trial period.

Other suggestions the committee discussed included a bulletin board posting the daily menu and other information regarding food service, a new method of toasting bread, and again at the end of the performance saying with reserved enthusiasm, "Too much." What Dylan had to say he said in his songs, which take on new meaning in the '70s. At a time when apathy seems to reign in the place of protest and activism, Dylan draws on his words, as they hold thousands of flickering matches in the darkness and sing along: "How does it feel, How does it feel To be your own
With no direction home Like a complete unknown Like a rolling stone"

Food Service Bettered. Changes Sought

Bob Dylan (center), backed up by the Band performs before a sell-out crowd in Hollywood, Florida. Dylan is presently on a six-week concert tour of 21 U.S. cities. (Photo by Jerry Brooks)